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that is used by searchers of varying backgrounds a more
intelligent and proactive search aid is needed.The problems of information overload and vocabulary differ-

ences have become more pressing with the emergence of increas- The problems of information overload and vocabulary
ingly popular Internet services. The main information retrieval differences have become more pressing with the emergence
mechanisms provided by the prevailing Internet WWW soft- of increasingly popular Internet services [47, 24]. Although
ware are based on either keyword search (e.g., the Lycos server Internet protocols such as WWW/http support significantly
at CMU, the Yahoo server at Stanford) or hypertext browsing easier importation and fetching of online information
(e.g., Mosaic and Netscape). This research aims to provide an

sources, their use is accompanied by the problem of usersalternative concept-based categorization and search capability
not being able to explore and find what they want in anfor WWW servers based on selected machine learning algo-
enormous information space [2, 6, 55]. While the Internetrithms. Our proposed approach, which is grounded on auto-
services are popular and appealing to many online users,matic textual analysis of Internet documents (homepages), at-
difficulties with search on Internet, we believe, will worsentempts to address the Internet search problem by first

categorizing the content of Internet documents. We report re- as the amount of online information increases. We consider
sults of our recent testing of a multilayered neural network that devising a scalable approach to Internet search is criti-
clustering algorithm employing the Kohonen self-organizing cal to the success of Internet services and other current
feature map to categorize (classify) Internet homepages ac- and future national information infrastructure applica-
cording to their content. The category hierarchies created could tions.
serve to partition the vast Internet services into subject-specific The main information retrieval mechanisms provided by
categories and databases and improve Internet keyword search-

the prevailing Internet WWW-based software are baseding and/or browsing.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
on either keyword search (e.g., the Lycos server at CMU
and the Yahoo server at Stanford) or hypertext browsing
(e.g., NCSA Mosaic and Netscape browser). Keyword1. INTRODUCTION
search often results in relatively low precision and/or poor
recall, as well as slow response time due to the limitationsDespite the usefulness of database technologies, users
of the indexing and communication methods (bandwidth),of online information systems are often overwhelmed by
controlled language based interfaces (the vocabulary prob-the amount of current information, the subject and system
lem), and the inability of searchers themselves to fullyknowledge required to access this information, and the
articulate their needs. Furthermore, browsing allows usersconstant influx of new information [11]. The result is
to explore only a very small portion of the large Internettermed ‘‘information overload’’ [3]. A second difficulty
information space. An extensive information space ac-associated with information retrieval and information shar-
cessed through hypertext-like browsing can also potentiallying is the classic vocabulary problem, which is a conse-
confuse and disorient its user, resulting in the embeddedquence of diversity of expertise and backgrounds of system
digression problem, and can cause the user to spend a greatusers [29, 30, 9]. The fluidity of concepts and vocabularies
deal of time while learning nothing specific, the art museumin various domains further complicates the retrieval issue
phenomenon [8, 25].[9, 26, 18]. A concept may be perceived differently by

Internet ‘‘surfers’’ also have begun to raise their expecta-different searchers and it may also convey different mean-
tions of the Internet services—from a simple desire to findings at different times. To address the information overload
something fun (for no particular reason) to hoping to findand the vocabulary problem in a large information space
something that might be useful (to their work or personal
interests). For example, the Lycos server at CMU has be-1 E-mail: hchen@bpa.arizona.edu.
come one of the hottest and most popular servers on the2 E-mail: cschuffels@bpa.arizona.edu.

3 E-mail: rorwig@bpa.arizona.edu. Internet due to its comprehensive listing and indexing of
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Internet homepages (101 million URLs in October 1995 back from its users to change its representation of authors,
index terms, and documents over time. Kwok [36] alsoand growing) and (keyword) search capability. However,

the Lycos server has been hampered severely by the infor- developed a similar three-layer network of queries, index
terms, and documents. A modified Hebbian learning rulemation overload and communication bandwidth problems

discussed above. was used to reformulate probabilistic information retrieval.
Wilkinson and Hingston [59, 60] incorporated the vectorOur proposed approach, which is grounded on automatic

textual analysis of Internet documents (homepages), aims space model in a neural network for document retrieval.
Their network also consisted of three layers: queries, terms,to address the Internet search problem by first automati-

cally categorizing the content of Internet documents and and documents.
While the above systems represent information retrievalsubsequently providing category-specific search capabili-

ties. As the first step to intelligent categorization and search applications in terms of their main components of docu-
ments, queries, index terms, authors, etc., other researchersfor Internet, we proposed a multilayered neural network

clustering algorithm employing a Kohonen self-organizing have used different neural networks for more specific tasks.
Lin [39] adopted a Kohonen network for information re-feature map to categorize (classify) the Internet home-

pages according to their content. The category hierarchies trieval. Kohonen’s self-organizing feature map (SOM),
which produced a two-dimensional grid representation forcould serve to partition the vast Internet services into sub-

ject-specific categories and databases. After individual sub- N-dimensional features, was applied to construct a self-
organizing (unsupervised learning) visual representationject categories had been created, subject-specific searches

or browsing could be performed. of the semantic relationships between input documents.
The Kohonen SOM approach was further extended byIn Section 2, we first present an overview of machine

learning techniques for information retrieval. We then re- Orwig and Chen [48] to analyze electronic meeting com-
ments and present graphical representation of group con-view the current status of Internet categorization and

searching and associated problems. In Section 3, we present sensus. In [41], a neural algorithm developed by MacLeod
was used for document clustering. The algorithm comparedour framework for addressing these problems. Sections 4

and 5 discuss the specific algorithm and results from our favorably with conventional hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms. Chen et al. [13–15] reported a series of experimentsongoing Internet categorization research. Conclusions and

discussion are provided in Section 6. and system developments which generated an automati-
cally created weighted network of keywords from large
textual databases and integrated it with several existing2. INTERNET CATEGORIZATION AND SEARCH:
man-made thesauri (e.g., LCSH). Instead of using a three-TECHNIQUES AND PROBLEMS
layer design, Chen’s systems developed a single-layer, in-

2.1. Machine Learning for Information Retrieval terconnected, weighted/labeled network of keywords
(concepts) for ‘‘concept-based’’ information retrieval. ASearching is a concept frequently discussed in the context
blackboard-based design which supported browsing andof information retrieval research. In this section, we pro-
automatic concept exploration using the Hopfield neuralvide a brief summary of the emerging machine learning
network’s parallel relaxation method was adopted to facili-approach to searching. For a complete review of other
tate the use of several thesauri [14]. In [15] the performancetechniques, readers are referred to [10].
of a branch-and-bound serial search algorithm was com-Inductive machine learning techniques have drawn at-
pared with that of the parallel Hopfield network activationtention from researchers in computer and information sci-
in a hybrid neural–semantic network. Both methodsences in recent years. In particular, Doszkocs et al. [22]
achieved similar performance, but the Hopfield activationhave provided an excellent review of connectionist models
method appeared to activate concepts from different net-for information retrieval and Lewis [37] and Chen [10]
works more evenly.have surveyed and experimented with various machine

learning algorithms in information retrieval and discussed
Symbolic Learning and IR. Despite the popularity ofpromising areas for future research at the intersection of

using neural networks for information retrieval, we seethese two fields.
only limited use of symbolic learning techniques for IR.
In [4], the researchers used discriminant analysis and aNeural Networks and IR. Neural networks computing,

in particular, seems to fit well with conventional retrieval simple symbolic learning technique for automatic text clas-
sification. Their symbolic learning process represented themodels such as the vector space model [54] and the proba-

bilistic model [43]. The work of Belew is probably the numerical classification results in terms of IF–THEN rules.
Text classification involves the task of classifying docu-earliest connectionist model adopted in IR. In AIR [1], he

developed a three-layer neural network of authors, index ments with respect to a set of two or more predefined
classes [38]. A number of systems have been built basedterms, and documents. The system used relevance feed-
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on human categorization rules (a knowledge-based system Based on our experience in this area, we believe that
the new and emerging machine learning algorithms thatapproach) [52]. However, a range of statistical techniques

including probabilistic models, factor analysis, regression, analyze the common characteristics of documents and re-
trieval patterns of searchers are promising and may provideand nearest neighbor methods also have been adopted [38,

44, 4]. Fuhr et al. [27] adopted regression methods and a viable solution to the complex and large-scale Internet
categorization and search problem.ID3 for their feature-based automatic indexing technique.

Crawford, Fung, and their co-workers [28, 19, 20] have
2.2. Internet Categorization and Search: An Overviewdeveloped a probabilistic induction technique called

CONSTRUCTOR and have compared it with the popular In its roots as the ARPANET, the Internet was con-
CART algorithm [7]. Their experiment showed that ceived primarily as a means for remote login and experi-
CONSTRUCTOR’s output is more interpretable than that mentation with telecommunication [6]. However, the pre-
produced by CART, but CART can be applied to more dominant usage quickly became e-mail communication.
situations (e.g., real-valued training sets). In [17], Chen This trend continues into the present form of the Internet,
and She adopted ID3 and the incremental ID5R algorithm but with increasingly diverse support for collaborative data
for information retrieval. Both algorithms were able to use sharing and distributed, multimedia information access,
user-supplied samples of desired documents to construct especially using the World-Wide Web (WWW). Many peo-
decision trees of important keywords which could repre- ple consider the Internet and the WWW the backbone of
sent the users’ queries. the Information Superhighway and the window to Cyber-

space.Genetic Algorithms and IR. Our literature search re-
The WWW was developed initially to support physicistsvealed several implementations of genetic algorithms in

and engineers at CERN, the European Particle Physicsinformation retrieval. In [31], Gordon presented a genetic
Laboratory in Geneva [2]. In 1993, when several browseralgorithms based approach to document indexing in which
programs (most noticeably the NCSA Mosaic) becamecompeting document descriptions (keywords) are associ-
available for distributed, multimedia, hypertext-like infor-ated with a document and altered over time by using ge-
mation fetching, Internet became the preview of a rich andnetic mutation and crossover operators. In his design, a

keyword represents a gene (a bit pattern), a document’s colorful information cyberspace [55]. However, as Internet
list of keywords represents individuals (a bit string), and services based on WWW have become more popular, infor-
a collection of documents initially judged relevant by a mation overload has become a pressing research problem
user represents the initial population. Based on a Jaccard [6]. The user interactions paradigm on Internet has been
matching function (fitness measure), the initial population shifted from simple hypertext-like browsing (human-
evolved through generations and eventually converged to guided activity exploring the organization and contents of
an optimal (improved) population—a set of keywords an information space) to content-based searching (a pro-
which best described the documents. In [32], Gordon cess in which the user describes a query and a system
adopted a similar approach to document clustering. Ragha- locates information that matches the description). Many
van and Agarwal [50] have also studied genetic algorithms researchers and practitioners have considered Internet
in connection with document clustering. In [49], Petry et searching to be one of the more pressing and rewarding
al. applied genetic programming to a weighted information areas of research for future NII applications.
retrieval system. In their research, a weighted Boolean Internet searching has been the hottest topic at recent
query was modified in order to improve recall and preci- World-Wide Web Conferences. Two major approaches
sion. They found that the form of the fitness function has have been developed and experimented with: one is the
a significant effect upon performance. Yang and his co- client-based search spider (agent) and the other is online
workers [61, 62] have developed adaptive retrieval meth- database indexing and searching. However, many systems
ods based on genetic algorithms and the vector space model contain components of both approaches.
using relevance feedback. They reported the effects of

Client-Based Search Spiders (Agents). Several softwareadopting genetic algorithms in large databases, the impact
programs based on the concept of spiders, agents, or soft-of genetic operators, and GA’s parallel searching capabil-
bots (software robots) have been developed. tueMosaicity. In [12], a GA-NN hybrid system, called GANNET, was
and the WebCrawler are two prominent examples.developed by Chen and Kim for IR. The system performed

DeBra and Post [21] reported tueMosaic v2.42, modifiedconcept optimization for user-selected documents using ge-
at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TUE) usingnetic algorithms. It then used the optimized concepts to
the Fish Search algorithm, at the First WWW Conferenceperform concept exploration in a large network of related
in Geneva. Using tueMosaic, users can enter keywords,concepts through the Hopfield net parallel relaxation pro-

cedure. A Jaccard’s score was also adopted to compute the specify the depth and width of search for links contained in
the homepage currently displayed, and request the spider‘‘fitness’’ of subject descriptions for information retrieval.
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agent to fetch homepages connected to the current home- homepages. With this suite of techniques, Lycos has ac-
quired an impressive list of URLs on the Internet (101page. However, potentially relevant homepages that do

not connect with the current homepage cannot be retrieved million URLs in October, 1995). Its homepage growth rate
has been exponential over the past 6–10 months. Lycosand the search space becomes enormous when the depth

and breadth of search become large (an exponential adopted a heuristics-based indexing approach for the
homepages it acquired (only the first 20 lines of text in asearch). The inefficiency and local search characteristics

of the BFS/DFS-based spiders and the communication homepage are indexed). However, Lycos’s success also
shows the vulnerability of the approach and the dauntingbandwidth bottleneck on Internet severely constrained the

usefulness of such an agent approach. At the Second task of creating ‘‘intelligent’’ and efficient Internet search
engines. Its popularity has caused a severe degradation ofWWW Conference, Pinkerton reported a more efficient

spider (crawler). The WebCrawler extends the tueMosaic’s information access performance, due to the communica-
tion bottleneck and the task of finding selected documentsconcept to initiate the search using its index and to follow

links in an intelligent order. Despite its refinement, the in an all-in-one database of Internet homepages. An auto-
matic and robust method of partitioning the Lycos data-local search and communication bottleneck problems per-

sist. A more efficient and global Internet search algorithm base based on its subject content is needed to assist in
more efficient and fruitful Internet searching.is needed to improve client-based searching agents.

The Yahoo server developed at the Stanford University
represents one attempt to partition the Internet informa-Online Database Indexing and Searching. An alterna-

tive approach to Internet resource discovery is based on tion space and provide meaningful subject categories (e.g.,
science, entertainment, engineering, etc.). However, thethe database concept of indexing and keyword searching.

The World Wide Web Worm (WWWW) [46], developed subject categories are limited in their granularity and the
process of creating such categories is a manual effort. Theby McBryan, uses crawlers to collect Internet homepages.

After homepages are collected, the system indexes their demand to create up-to-date and fine-grained subject cate-
gories and the requirement that an owner place a home-subject headings and anchor texts and provides UNIX

grep-like routines for database keyword searching. How- page under a proper subject category has significantly ham-
pered Yahoo’s success and popularity. Only about 100,000ever, WWWW does not create a large collection of docu-

ments in the database, due to the limitation of its crawlers servers have been registered in November 1995 and placed
in the Yahoo subject directory. We believe an automatic,and its grep-like keyword searching. AliWeb [35], devel-

oped by Koster, adopts an owner-registration approach to machine learning approach based on content analysis of
large-scale Internet documents could help alleviate somecollecting Internet homepages. Homepage owners write

descriptions of their services in a standard format to regis- of these Internet categorization and classification problems
and provide a scalable solution to efficient and fruitfulter with AliWeb, which regularly retrieves all homepages

included in its registration database. AliWeb alleviates the concept-based Internet searching.
spider traversal overhead. However, the manual registra-

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR INTERNETtion approach places a special burden on homepage owners
CATEGORIZATION AND SEARCHand thus is unpopular. The AliWeb database is small and

too incomplete for realistic searches.
In this section we present our overall framework andThe Harvest information discovery and access system

design for Internet categorization and search and the spe-[5], developed by Bowman et al., presents a big leap for-
cific machine learning algorithms to use. Relevant findingsward in Internet searching technology. Harvest includes a
and preliminary testing results from our own research willGatherer designed to run at the service provider’s site,
also be presented. Status of our current research (i.e., Stagesaving a great deal of server load and network traffic.
1. Internet categorization) will be reported in the nextSimilar to AliWeb, it also allows service owners to deter-
section. Our proposed design consists of three stages, tomine which documents are worth indexing. Harvest also
be executed consecutively.includes Agrep and Glimpse for fuzzy pattern matching

and significantly cuts down the index size. 1. Stage 1. Internet Categorization Using a Multilayered
Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map. In order to im-One of the most comprehensive and useful searchable

Internet databases is Lycos at CMU [45]. Lycos uses a prove the efficiency of searching on Internet, the first task
is to partition the Internet information space into distinctcombination of spider fetching and simple owner registra-

tion. Internet servers can access the Lycos server and com- subject categories meaningful to Internet users. Categori-
zation and subject classification are common practices inplete registration in a few simple steps. No extensive regis-

tration form like that requested for AliWeb is required. library and information sciences (e.g., the INSPEC data-
base for the computer engineering domain and the ERICIn addition, Lycos uses spiders based on the connections

to the registered homepages to identify other unregistered database for sociology). Subject partitioning creates
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smaller databases, which are more efficient for searching. concepts for the researchers’ queries and it helped improve
concept recall [16].In addition, a subject directory created as a result of a

categorization or classification can also aid searchers’ ‘‘di- The success of the concept space approach has been
shown in various domain-specific applications such as Rus-rectory-browsing,’’ a searcher-guided information seeking

behavior frequently seen in the previously popular Gopher sian computing [13] and molecular biology [16]. However,
the usefulness of such an approach in accessing the diverseinformation servers. Many searchers of the Yahoo data-

base adopted a combination of directory browsing and and large-scale Internet servers remains to be tested. After
concept spaces (graphs) have been created for each subjectkeyword searching within the specific subcategory of

homepages. category, we plan to incorporate into Internet searches
several graph traversal algorithms previously tested inAfter examining several clustering algorithms in the

areas of computer science (e.g., hierarchical and nonhierar- other applications, e.g., branch-and-bound and Hopfield
net association [15]. We believe the thesaurus-like conceptchical methods) and neural network algorithms in our pre-

vious research (to be discussed in detail below), we con- spaces created automatically for each subject category will
serve as an excellent memory-jogging and term suggestioncluded that a variant of the Kohonen self-organizing

feature maps (SOM) appears promising. The algorithm aid for searchers on Internet.
has been shown to be robust in numerous image processing

3. Stage 3. Intelligent Spider (Agent) Using Genetic Al-and pattern recognition applications [56]. It also creates
gorithm. In addition to enhancing Internet categorizationan intuitive, graphical display of important concepts con-
and concept-based IR capabilities, the subject categoriestained in textual information [39, 48].
created during the categorization process could also beA multilayered graphical SOM approach to Internet cat-
used to develop ‘‘intelligent’’ global-search spidersegorization have been adopted for this research. By analyz-
(agents) for more efficient and optimal client-based searching keywords/descriptors in Internet homepages and their
of relevant Internet information.probabilities of co-occurrence, we should be able to repre-

Based on our experience with various serial and parallelsent the most important Internet subject categories (e.g.,
search algorithms and the analysis of the characteristics ofscience, engineering, business, politics, entertainment, etc.)
the Internet structure, a genetic algorithm-based spiderin different regions of a map. For each large region, a
is proposed. By following homepages linked to startingrecursive process of analyzing homepages in the region
homepages (a form of crossover) and performing samplingand creating submaps could then be undertaken. Because
on a category-specific list of all other potentially relevanteach map might contain 30–50 categories, 5–6 layers of
homepages (a form of mutation), a stochastic process ofmaps could then easily represent a number of homepages
global evolution toward the ‘‘fittest’’ (the most similar)on the order of ten to hundred millions (e.g., 305–506).
homepages can be achieved. We believe that this GA-After subject categories had been created, searchers would
based search algorithm is efficient and that using it willbe able to browse the subject directory to locate the appro-
help us obtain optimal global search results on Internetpriate partition in which to launch their keyword searching.
that are based on users’ preferences (i.e., identify a list
of homepages most relevant to the user-supplied starting2. Stage 2. Concept-Based Search Based on Cluster
homepages). Such a genetic algorithms-based approachAnalysis and Hopfield Net Associative Retrieval. In addi-
has been adopted successfully in recent ‘‘intelligent agent’’tion to keyword searching in a subject category, we propose
research for human–computer interaction design [42] anda concept space approach to information retrieval. By ana-
for inductive query by examples [12].lyzing the co-occurrence probabilities of keywords in

homepages of specific subject categories, we could create
4. RESEARCH DESIGN AND FINDINGS FORa concept space for each subject category. Such a concept
INTERNET CATEGORIZATION AND SEARCHspace would represent the important terms and their

weighted relationships in a graph structure, akin to an
The specific system design and research findings adoptedassociative manmade thesaurus. A system-created concept

for Stage 1 of our research are reported below.space has been shown to be an effective tool to suggest
alternative terms for searching and to articulate and re- 4.1. Research Design: Multilayered Self-Organizing
formulate precise queries during information retrieval. In Feature Maps (M-SOM)
a recent experiment involving an electronic community
system and actual molecular biologists, a system-generated Categorization and classification are processes which in-

volve clustering/grouping items of similar nature. Tagging(nematode) worm concept space was shown to be an excel-
lent ‘‘memory-jogging’’ tool that supported learning and similar items with meaningful labels (names) results in

subject categories. When pairwise similarities are obtainedserendipitous browsing. Despite some occurrences of obvi-
ous noise, the system was useful in suggesting relevant between items, a hierarchical agglomerative cluster gener-
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ation process can be adopted (a process often used in where xi(t) is the input to node i at time t and wij(t) is the
weight from input node i to output node j at time t.information science [54]). Several serial clustering algo-

rithms exist, e.g., single-link clustering and complete-
4. Select Winning Node j* and Update Weights to Nodelink clustering (based on popular minimal-spanning tree

j* and Neighbors. Select winning node j* as that outputalgorithms such as Prim’s and the Kruskal’s) [58, 53,
node with minimum dj . Update weights for node j* and51]. While these methods have demonstrated their use-
its neighbors to reduce their distances (between inputfulness in clustering documents, a somewhat newer and
nodes and output nodes). (See [34, 40] for the algorithmicmore promising approach based on the connectionist
detail of neighborhood adjustment.)paradigm, or neural network computing, has attracted a

resurgence of interest [33, 57]. There are several reasons 5. Label Regions in Map. After the network is trained
for this, including the appearance of faster digital comput- through repeated presentation of all homepages (each
ers on which to simulate large networks, interest in homepage is presented at least five times), submit unit
building massively parallel computers, and, most im- input vectors of single terms to the trained network and
portant, the development of more powerful neural net- assign the winning node the name of input term. Neigh-
work architectures and algorithms. boring nodes which contain the same name/term then form

Kohonen’s self-organizing feature maps [40, 34], in a concept/topic region (group). Similarly, submit each
particular, have drawn significant attention in various homepage as input to the trained network again and assign
engineering and scientific domains. In the basic form, it to a particular node in the map. The resulting map thus
continuous-valued vectors are presented sequentially in represents regions of important terms/concepts (the more
time without specifying the desired output. After enough important a concept, the larger a region) and the assign-
input vectors have been presented, network connection ment of homepages to each region. Concept regions that
weights will specify cluster or vector centers that sample are similar (conceptually) will also appear in the same
the input space so that the point density function of neighborhood.
the vector centers tends to approximate the probability

6. Apply the Above Steps Recursively for Large Re-density function of the input vectors. In addition, the
gions. For each map region which contains more than kconnection weights will be organized so that topologically
(say 100) homepages, conduct a recursive procedure ofclose nodes are sensitive to inputs that are physically
generating another self-organizing map until each regionsimilar. Lin [39] first adopted the Kohonen SOM for
contains no more than k homepages.information retrieval. In his prototype, he generated self-

We believe that, with 5–6 layers of self-organizing mapsorganizing clusters of important concepts in a small
and a simple subject category browsing interface, we candatabase of several hundred documents.
partition Internet resources into meaningful and manage-In order to organize the large number of homepages
able sizes, ready for hypertext browsing and/or category-(10M1) on Internet, we proposed a multilayered SOM
specific searching.algorithm, which permitted unlimited layers of Kohonen

maps (we refer to it as M-SOM). A sketch of our proposed

4.2. Research FindingsM-SOM algorithm is presented below:

1. Initialize Input Nodes, Output Nodes, and Connec- We have adopted the proposed algorithm in various
tion Weights. Use the top (most frequently occurring) applications, which varied in sizes: electronic brainstorm-
N terms (say 1000) from all homepages as the input ing comments (101 KBs, several hundred comments) and
vector and create a two-dimensional map (grid) of M Internet entertainment-related homepages (31 MBs,
output nodes (say a 20-by-10 map of 200 nodes). Initialize 10,0001 homepages). In this section, we report the results
weights from N input nodes to M output nodes to small and status of our system implementation and evaluation.
random values.

4.2.1. Categorizing Electronic Brainstorming Comments2. Present Each Document (Homepage) in Order.
Represent each document (homepage) by a vector of N

In [48], Orwig describes research in the application and
terms and present to the system.

evaluation of a Kohonen SOM algorithm to the problem
of categorization of brainstorming output using electronic3. Compute Distances to All Nodes. Compute dis-
meeting systems.tance dj between the input and each output node j using

A major advantage of the meeting software is its ability
to let meeting participants brainstorm ideas in a parallel
mode. Brainstormers can sit around a table and ‘‘talk’’ atdj 5 ON21

i50
(xi(t) 2 wij(t))2

the same time, using their keyboards. Often as many as
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FIG. 1. SOM-generated list of topics.

several hundred comments can be generated by a group of the entire 30 min during the EBS session, plus more
time during break, to arrive at a list of 20 items.10–20 meeting participants during a typical 1-h electronic

brainstorming (EBS) session. While meeting software has In a recent experiment [48], we compared a facilitator-
generated list of topics with one generated by SOM.been shown to be extremely useful for idea generation, a

divergent task, the process of categorizing crucial ideas Eight facilitator subjects participated in the experiment.
Subjects were given the text output of the brainstormingembedded in meeting comments and generating a consen-

sus list of important topics (idea categorization), a conver- session results and the two lists. Subjects read through
the actual comments first and then corrected each listgent task, is more difficult.

Because of the relatively small number of data required by deleting inappropriate topics and adding topics that
they thought were missing. The resulting lists of topicsof the categorization process (often on the order or

10–30 KBs or 50–300 comments), a single-layered SOM were then used to compute the recall and precision levels
of the two lists. Statistical results for hypothesis testingalgorithm was developed and tested. Figure 1 shows the

SOM output of actual brainstorming comments in an were also obtained.
On an average (with sample size N 5 8), the facilitatorelectronic meeting session. Twenty group participants,

who included managers and users of GroupSystems (an list obtained an 81% precision level and the SOM list
obtained a 55% precision level. The difference was statisti-electronic meeting system developed at the University

of Arizona) from various companies and government cally significant (at 5% significance level). Compared with
human facilitators, the SOM algorithm was less preciseagencies, were asked to use the electronic brainstorming

tool to respond to the following question: What are the in generating topics. In recall, the facilitator list reached
an 88.5% level and the SOM list reached an 81% level.most important information technology problems with

respect to Collaborative Systems to be solved over the The difference was statistically insignificant. However,
the SOM algorithm took significantly less time to producenext five years? The group generated 201 comments over

a period of 30 min. While the participants were re- a list of topics (45 min for the facilitator and 4 min
for the system). Considering the cognitive demand forsponding to the question, an expert group facilitator

utilized an existing Categorizer tool to produce a list of generating topics manually and the prospect of using the
SOM output as an information visualization and decisionthe major topics addressed by the respondents (by manu-

ally browsing the participants’ comments). When he aid (i.e., using the SOM output as a straw-man list for
further user refinement), we believe the results from thisrecognized that a new concept was appearing frequently

in the comments, it was added to his list, and relevant experiment were encouraging. It suggests an efficient,
algorithmic alternative for information searchers or sys-comments were attached to the topic. The expert spent
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tem users. Based on this initial research, we proceeded upon protocol analysis [23]. Our research goal was to un-
derstand the characteristics of the SOM output as demon-to test the SOM approach in several other larger Internet

applications (where human categorization becomes even strated in the ET-Map server and its potential for becoming
an alternative for concept browsing and searching formore difficult).
WWW services, using the Yahoo entertainment directory

4.2.2. Categorizing Internet Entertainment Homepages as the benchmark for comparison.

In order to examine the scalability of the SOM approach
5.1. Experimental Designto Internet categorization, we created a testbed of about

10,000 Internet homepages related to entertainment, using The experiment involved 10 subjects: 5 graduate stu-
the Yahoo server. (We developed a spider/softbot that dents from the Library Science Department at the Univer-
traversed and fetched the homepages at the top three layers sity of Arizona, 4 graduate students from the MIS De-
of the entertainment section of the Yahoo directory.) The partment, and one System Administrator, also from the
resulting testbed was about 3 MB in size. The experiment MIS Department. The subjects compared the ET-Map
aimed to use the M-SOM approach to classify the 10,0001 (http://ai.bpa.arizona.edu/ent/et-map.html)
homepages into meaningful, multilayered categories. created by the Kohonen SOM algorithm to the manually

The first-layer SOM process took 1 h and 37 min on catalogued Entertainment hierarchy of Yahoo (http://
a DEC Alpha 3000/600 (200 MHz, 128 MB RAM) and www.yahoo.com/Entertainment/). The subjects were
produced about 50 regions (groups) on the map. Using asked to perform three searches twice, once by searching
100 homepages as the threshold for further SOM categori- Yahoo’s Entertainment hierarchy and the other by search-
zation, the second-layer SOM process took about 1 h and ing the ET-Map. The subjects verbalized their thought
21 min. The SOM categorization process for the 10,0001 processes and comments while searching and the experi-
entertainment homepages ended after four levels. menters collected the protocols for analysis.

The computational characteristics and initial output pro- The searches were all performed using Netscape 1.1 or
duced for the entertainment homepage analysis are inter- higher on either an X-terminal or a Macintosh. The only
esting. We observed that many of the larger concept re- ‘‘search’’ mechanism which subjects could use was the Net-
gions appeared to be meaningful and to relate to each scape Find function, which searches the text on the loaded
other (e.g., SAN FRANCISCO and LOS ANGELES form page for the input word. No instructions were given to the
neighboring regions). Initial browsing of the homepages subjects as to whether the searches should be broad (any
in a concept region showed relevant homepages; e.g., we home pages on a specific subject) or narrow (a particular
found Star Trek fan homepages under the SCIENCE FIC- page). Due to the open endedness of the experiment and
TION concept region. the nature of browsing the WWW, some of the searches

A sample concept browsing WWW server using SOM became extensive and unsuccessful (most subjects would
was developed recently. The resulting ET-Map server con- abandon an unsuccessful search after approximately 10
tains about 50 concept regions at the first layer and is min). At the other end of the spectrum, a few of the
available at http://ai.bpa.arizona.edu/ent/et- searches remained relatively short and successful in under
map.html. The large concept regions (using 100 URLs a minute, with the majority of the search times falling
as the threshold) can be clicked on to produce sub-regions. between the two extremes. All subjects completed the ex-
For example, Fig. 2 shows the top-level map for all enter- periment within 1 hour and 15 min.
tainment homepages. By clicking on the STAR TREK (503

5.2. Experimental ResultsURLs) concept region of the top-level map, the system
displayed a sub-map which contained SCIENCE FICTION

5.2.1. Patterns of Problems Common to Both Tools(23 URLs), as shown in Fig. 3. Clicking on the SCIENCE
FICTION region resulted in a ranked list of URLs summa- Subjects Became ‘‘Lost’’ in Both the ET-Map and the
rized with titles and top keywords (Fig. 4). Each URL is Yahoo Entertainment Hierarchy. The Yahoo Entertain-
‘‘live’’ and can be clicked on the fetch an actual homepage. ment hierarchy was problematic because subjects would
We felt that this experimental server was interesting become involved with browsing and they would pay little
enough for some initial user evaluation. attention to where they were in the hierarchy. Yahoo

lists the entire hierarchical division at the top of every
5. USER EVALUATION: AN EXPERIMENT ON page, but subjects would become so engrossed in their

searches that they would not think to look up. ForTHE ENTERTAINMENT MAP
example, a subject had spent some time searching for
comedy shows, and was located at ENTERTAIN-In order to assess the usefulness of the ET-Map for

Web browsing, we designed a qualitative experiment based MENT:TELEVISION:COMEDIES in the Yahoo Enter-
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FIG. 2. ET-Map, top-most layer.

tainment hierarchy. The subject spent at least 10 min not provide map titles to identify its various levels. Al-
though the areas of the maps are labeled, the maps them-looking at different comedy shows, before turning her

attention to MUSIC. However, she did not realize that selves are not. Some of the map location problems also
occur because the area labels are longer than the area. Forshe was still in COMEDIES and questioned why there

were no listings for Pop or Classical. At that point the example, from the first level several subjects chose the area
labeled SPACE, but thought they were choosing the areasubject looked up and realized where she was located,

commenting, ‘‘Oh, I need to go back.’’ labeled ENTERTAINMENT.
Although subjects became lost and were unsure of where

they were in the Yahoo hierarchy and the ET-Map, this Subjects Did Not Understand the Logic and Organiza-
tion behind Either Tool. Although it is apparent thatdisorientation caused more havoc for subjects when they

searched the ET-Map. Unlike Yahoo, the ET-Map does Yahoo presents a hierarchy, there is no explanation
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FIG. 3. Subregions for STAR TREK region.

present in the tool for a variety of its gadgets. On the started with MOVIE, when she was unable to locate
that in which she was interested, she returned to theother hand, most of the subjects were still thinking

hierarchically and linearly when they went to search the first level and choose to browse LA because ‘‘that’s
where the movie business is.’’ Most of the subjects didET-Map, but the map is not hierarchical or linear, and

this caused problems. Only one subject could intuitively not think in this manner and when a search for films
failed in the FILM area of the map, they would givegrasp the organization of the ET-Map from the very

beginning. This subject is very artistically inclined and up the search.
has worked as a cartographer. The subject decided that
she was interested in film clips. While other subjects Subjects’ Lack of Knowledge (of English Words, of

WWW Browsing, of Netscape, of the Names of the Peoplealso searched for films, they all began in the areas labeled
MOVIE or MOVIE DATABASE. Although this subject for Whom They Were Searching, etc.) Created Problems.
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FIG. 4. URLs in SCIENCE FICTION subregion of the STAR TREK region.

shows. However, the subjects did not know the names ofThose subjects more familiar with Web browsing could
the actors and actresses. Pages about actors and actressesspeed through searches on Yahoo in less than a minute,
are cataloged into the ACTORS AND ACTRESSES sub-whereas those with less experience in searching or Yahoo
division of the Yahoo hierarchy, so without their names,could take much longer. However, even those subjects
searching becomes very difficult. The best the subjectsexperienced in searching found it difficult to isolate items
could hope for was to find a link to a page devoted to thein which they were interested on the ET-Map. Knowledge
TV show which would provide further links to informationof the English language also played a part, especially in
about the actors and actresses on the show.searching the Yahoo hierarchy, which is dependent upon

Familiarity with the Web and searching also affectedthe meanings and definitions of the subdivisions of its hier-
subjects’ opinions about the size of the ET-Map. The sizearchies. If you are in search of information on the latest
of the map did not bother those with more experienceJames Bond movie, you must be aware that 007 movies
on the Web. However, subjects with less experience inare ‘‘genre’’ films, as that is how they are classified in the
searching found the size daunting and had difficulty navi-Yahoo hierarchy.
gating across the width and breadth of it.As well, several subjects were interested in finding infor-

mation on the actors and actresses of their favorite TV Subjects Were Unsure of What Items Were Considered
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‘‘Entertainment’’ by Either Tool. Several subjects were NBC). Following the links with NBC in the keywords led
to the NBC Home Page and from there the subject wasinterested in sports or cars, which are not part of the ET-

Map or the Yahoo Entertainment hierarchy, although the able to find ER. Another subject who really grasped the
associative nature of the map was the former cartographer.subjects considered them ‘‘entertainment’’. As well, a sub-

ject in search of circus information was unsure whether it Although the map was designed to reflect human, associa-
tive thought patterns, it may be that people are too wellhad not been considered entertainment and therefore had

been excluded from the ET-Map and the Yahoo hierarchy trained in hierarchical searches to intuitively grasp the
associative map.or whether the information simply did not exist on the

Web. The listing of keywords was popular among the subjects.
Although most felt the lists of titles were too long, they

5.2.2. The ET-Map Strengths and Weaknesses found the keywords to be of great assistance in describing
the pages. Most wished that the map areas could be as

Through analysis of the search patterns and verbal pro- well described as the documents within them. The key-
tocols of the subjects, it became apparent that the ET-Map words may have been so well liked because home page
has certain weaknesses and certain strengths. titles often are vague and the keywords can be used to

determine the subject matter in a page where the title isWeaknesses of the ET-Map. The nature of the map is
of no help.not obvious and often the placement of documents into

Subjects liked the ‘‘idea’’ of the map; the idea of beingareas of the maps seemed arbitrary and random to the
able to visually browse the Web (or the entertainmentsubjects. An often reiterated comment among the subjects
sections of the Web) at a glance. Most subjects enjoyedwas that the areas of the map ‘‘need more of an explana-
browsing the map for ideas. Through the map, subjectstion.’’ For example, several subjects became very frustrated
learned which topics existed on the Web. Most peoplewhen they chose WHITE HOUSE from the first level of
started off their searches with a comment along the linesthe map, but were unable to find the interactive tour of
of ‘‘just gonna look and see what is on the map.’’ Most ofthe White House.
the subjects did not enter the experiment with search itemsAlthough the listings of titles, URLs, and keywords pre-
fixed in their minds. They would browse the map and seesented in the map are ranked, subjects frequently re-
what looked interesting and then follow those interestingquested an ‘‘alphabetical ordering’’ to this list. Subjects
links further, i.e., they would ‘‘surf’’ the map. Those sub-felt the ranking did little to assist their search and that
jects who were simply browsing found the map much morealphabetical order would be better. Also, subjects com-
helpful than those who tried to search for specific itemsmented on the length of the ultimate URL lists. ‘‘I don’t
using the map. The difference between serendipitousreally have the patience to go through all of them,’’ was
browsing and goal-driven searching has been well docu-a statement repeated by several of the subjects.
mented in prior hypertext studies [8].Some large ‘‘entertainment’’ areas did not appear on

It also appears that some of the problems associatedthe first level of the map. A TELEVISION area may be
with the map are due to the nature of the documents onfound in FILM from the first level. Many subjects were
the Web. A large percentage of the ‘‘entertainment’’ homeinterested in television, but became discouraged when nei-
pages are personal home pages, which are difficult to clas-ther the term Television nor the term TV appeared as area
sify. On most personal home pages, the owners may discusslabels on the first level of the ET-Map. The subjects made
their Professional Experience (e.g., Ikos Systems, Readyfrequent comments about the organization of the map as
Systems, Link Flight Simulation, Dymac, Simpact Associ-‘‘random’’ or the ‘‘mapping is sorta . . . there’s no pattern
ates), their Education (e.g., M.A. Applied Mathematics,in it.’’
UCSD), and their Personal Interests (e.g., astronomy, Bay
area, comics, computer languages, family, fantasy and sci-Strengths of the ET-Map. By the end of the experiment,

at least three subjects were becoming more accustomed ence fiction, games, history, maps, mathematics, sports).
The only appropriate classification for these pages is proba-to searching the ET-Map and its associative regions. For

example, one subject was interested in the television show, bly as a personal home page region. If the personal home
pages could be weeded out of the collection and placedER. When he did not find a heading for television on the

first level of the map, he choose DAVID LETTERMAN into their own category, the map would be much cleaner
and more clearly attain its promise.because ‘‘he’s on TV.’’ This search was successful. A Nets-

cape Find search on the word TV inside the DAVID LET-
CONCLUSIONTERMAN listing of titles returned numerous hits, and a

search on NBC returned two very helpful hits (once again,
though, a subject’s knowledge of the field assisted the This research aimed to address current and future In-

ternet searching problems by developing and testing prom-search—the subject needed to know that ER is shown on
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